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Twelve-year-old Crispin has lived on the streets since he was nine â€• with only his wits and his

daring to sustain him, and only his silent dog, Harley, to call his friend. He is always on the move,

never lingering in any one place long enough to risk being discovered. Still, there are certain places

he returns to. In the midst of the tumultuous city, they are havens of solitude: like the hushed

environs of St. Mary Salome Cemetery, a place where Crispin can feel at peace â€• safe, at least for

a while, from the fearsome memories that plague him . . . and seep into his darkest nightmares. But

not only his dreams are haunted. The city he roams with Harley has secrets and mysteries, things

unexplainable and maybe unimaginable. Crispin has seen ghosts in the dead of night, and sensed

dimensions beyond reason in broad daylight. Hints of things disturbing and strange nibble at the

edges of his existence, even as dangers wholly natural and earthbound cast their shadows across

his path. Alone, drifting, and scavenging to survive is no life for a boy. But the life Crispin has left

behind, and is still running scared from, is an unspeakable alternative . . . that may yet catch up with

him.
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First let me start by saying I have been a Dean Koontz fan for 25 years. I was a Dean Koontz fan

before he made the best seller lists and had millions of fans. I've read every book the man has ever

written as well as his biographies. Stalker? No- I don't know his address- but I am and will always be

a die-hard Dean Koontz fan. THAT being said, this was the first and only thing I have ever read from

Koontz - to include all interviews and dialogues recorded anywhere- that was actually disappointing



and not funny. Koontz, the master of suspense, horror and comedy all rolled into one- what

happened???? Seriously, the book was so bad I wondered if Koontz really wrote it at all or did he

just allow someone to do short story for him and he pinned his name to it? The book just doesn't

make sense. Phantom avatars you put in your pocket? Really? The protagonist walking out of a

burning building with the sprinklers going full blast and the he doesn't get wet- even though the

other people do- AND THERE'S NO EXPLAINATION AS TO WHY? (You'll get it when you read it

why this is so annoying). Koontz is always so methodical about explaining the unexplainable, about

weaving a tale so wonderfully complex and amazing, and no matter how utterly insane the plot gets

IT MAKES SENSE in the end. There's no "he found the keys, but he doesn't know when he learned

of them (the keys) or if he ever did". THE KEYS being the ones that allow the protagonist to enter

the room in an attempt to save his brother's life- yet when it was his little sister being murdered all

he could do was pound on the door.Was Koontz on medications when he wrote this? Perhaps

someone kidnapped him and wrote under his name. I can only hope. Regardless of this

disappointment, I am still a die-hard Dean Koontz fan.
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